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./OODORAFT

Introduction
.......
...--""'--"----17ood is one of Am.erica • s most abundant and widely used
natura 1 resources.

It also has the unique feature of being

the easiest natural resource to harvest. supplant, and conserve.

¥Vith such a value placed on wood and lumber it be-

hooves every American to help conserve our Sltpply of trees
from which these pro duats corne so it wi 11 be adequate for
generations to come.
:rrees provide the raw materials for many thousands of
wood-fabrication industries and their hundreds of thousands
of products.

Msny of these products ere so corn:non place that

we seldom think of them as a direct result of some form of the
lumbering industry.
Generally speaking, there are five comaiercial forests in
the United States fro:-n whiah our lumber is harvested.

The

Northern Forest, an area north end east in this country includes approximtely 132 million acres of timber, and produces
both hardwoods and softwoods.

jhi te pine, red spruoe, hemlock,

and other conifers are mixed with the hardwoods.
The Cent ra 1 Fore st, comprised most ly of hs rd woo ds, extends
roughly through the central-eastern section of the United States.
It covers approximately 47 million acres of ground.
The Southern Fores·t stretches from Virginia through eastern
Texas and from Oklahoma to the Gulf of Mexico.

The yellow

pines ( longleaf, shortleaf, loblolly, and slash) are predominate.

Cypress is found in the southern lowlands, and
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a considerable amount of hardwoods grow amoung the pines.

This

area exceeds 183 mil lion acres.
The ·.vestern Forest covers the t\ve lve western states and
35 per cent of the continental United States.

Softwoods, chiefly

ponderosa, I de ho-white, and sugar pines, predo-ninete in this
area.

Some hardwoods are found in this area elso.
The Pacific Coast Forest extends along the moist, western

slopes of 1Jashington, Oregon, and northern Oalifo:r.nia.

'.l?he timber

in 1f8shington and Oregon is prirnari ly Douglas Fir with a scattering of he:-alock, western red cedar, end Sitka spruce.

In

northern California the characteristic tree is the redwood, one
or the world• s largest.

This comrnercia 1 forest covers approx-

irnate ly 28 million acres.
These five com!!l.ercial forests comprise a very fast increasihg factor of the wealth of America.

This factor should

lead us all to see that conservation of this tremendous natural
resource is of utmost importance.
As

the lumber from these forests reach the mills, it starts

on it's way through many processes thet will produce the wood we
use or so:ne of the thousands of differEnt products thet are made
from it.

--

-

Products From the Forest -- Old and New

---

Probably one of the
from wood is paper.

~ore

im:portsnt

~roducts

thet is made

The newspapers. magazines. books,

s~d

practically every form of the recorded word is dependent upon
paper in some form or another.

Six per cent of the annual

timber harvest is used for making pulp from which paper is manufactured.

Nood is converted into pulp by a che:nical process.
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A laminated paper product called Papreg has been produced
by impregnating sheets of paper with resin and subjecting them

to heat and pressure.

This material is lighter and stronger

than me ta l and plays an important part in aircraft production
among other things.
!~early

all portions of the tree serve some useful purpose.

In modern rni lls even waste sawdust and shavings are processed
in various ways to produce types of insulation, insulating
materials, wallboard, and pressed wood products.

.ihen these

scraps can serve no further useful purpose they are burned as
fue 1.

Research by scientists has shown that the cellulose fiber
of wood when treated with chemicals can produce one of the ingredients of Rayon.

Rayon is especially useful and suited for

the manufacture of the cords which form the body of pnuernstia
tires.

These fibers can also be woven into fabrics that make

a very serviceable cloth which is used widely in the manufacture
of various articles of clothing.
Other products produced from the cellulose content of
wood are gunpowder, i:nitation leather, felt, plastics, lacquers,
glyc.erine, sugar, alcohol, ::nolasses, yeilSt, and food :protien.

Lignin, the other component of wood, can be treated and
turned into such products as tanning agents for leather, a binder

in mixing concrete, a water softner and purifer, a base for
fertilizers, and a flavor known as venillin.

Extracts fro n wood produce another array of products that
1

ere :!.C'lportent to our ever:;dey life.

suea r,

~'es,

drying

fl gen

ts,

t'1

3uch fllt!terials as solver1ts,

nd spi r1 ts n eaessary in num y man-

ufacturing processes t"re extracted. from t.reE:s.
resi.ns

~4rE

of the

p~int

Turpentine f!nd

extracted f:r..Jm o leoresin r,nd Are a bBsic nece:ssi t;y
in (lustry.

l'erhf1ps the: 1ll0'3t

com'.~1on

ly

kno~vn

srt:i.cles too nur.aE:rous to tner.tion.

product of trees is wood.

The succes:::i of wood

construction Mlterial is no mystery.

Tt's

eas~1

~s

e

,'Jorking cim:ilities,

beflutiful grPins !lllke it r1 pleasing rJ8terii:l to ,;1,1rk 'N:i th P.nd

pro duce Etrti c le s.
Common VBrj.ti€s of .food

The novice wood worker or
choosing certfiin
. 1hioh he dE:si..re,::;.

~oods

cr~ftsman

soon finds hi·nself

becAuee they possess the ch8rscteristics

Of ths hundrecls of sp€cies of trees found

in the. United :3t[!tes, tr"'.! ones :following ere perht1ps thf

co :n::ion ly used. for pro du~tt on o:f lu;qbc; r in

Usti b le

fo ru due to

boet oars.
Ba;3s111ood

01·

aost

:i.. inden -- 3oft, ::d;rl'light-er~1ined,

li5ht-
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brown, easily worked.

Used for genersl articles of woodenware,

furniture, wood pulp.

~ough

inner bark used for mat fiber.

Beeah -- Close-grained, hard, pa le-brown or buff.,
for fuel, woodenware, chairs, shoe lasts.

Used

Nuts are edible.

Oedar, Red -- Light, soft, brittle, close-grained, fragrant,
durable.

Used in chests and closets for protection from moths;

also used for lead pencils and fence posts.
Cherry, Black or Sweet Birch -- Hef'vy, strong, hard, closegrained, deep ruddy brown with yellow sapwood.

Used for furniture

and boat building.
Cypress, Bald -- Streight-grained, easily worked, lightbrown.

Used for general

construc~ion,

provides effective

pane ling.
Fir, .Douglas -- Light, ruddy or tan-yellow.

Used for

construction purposes, railroad ties, and piles.
Gu:1, Sweet or Red
brown.

Hard, heav;1, close-grained, reddish

Used for building and furniture.

to resemble mahogany.

Oan be stained readily

Sap used in chewing gum and medicine.

Magnolia, Cucumber -- Soft, lie;ht, close-grained, satiny
texture, light ocher yellow.

Used for cabinetmaking (often

stained to walnut shade).
dep le·, Sugar-- Heavy, very hard. strong. close-grained,
takes fine polish.

Used for interior finish, floors, turnery,

shipbuilding, shoe lasts, fuel.
Oak, Red -- Hard, strong, light brown.

Good for building

purposes but rarely for furniture because of coarse grain.
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Oak, 1vhite-- Strong, heavy, hard, tough, pale brown.
Important building and furniture wood, especially for floors,
beams and ship building because of strength.
Pine, 3hort Leaf -- :.:loderste ly coarse-grained• hard•
durable, gold ocher to pale buff-yellow.

Used for interior

finish and flooring.
Pine, .testerr. 1lhite -- I.iight, soft, pale brown, and
commercially of great value.
Pine 1 1¥estern Yellow -- Bard, strong, light, color frocr
pa le yellow to terra-cotta red.

One of the n1ost va1uable

lumber tree-s of the; western states.
Pine,
worked.

.~hite

-- Pale, buff-yellow, soft, durable, easily

Used for building purposes.

Poplar, Oottonwood -- Light, sof1' pale brown, or pa le
buffish white.

Used for boxes, pails, and similar woodenware,

and paper pulp.
Redwood -- Crimson brown, soft, brittle, straight-grained,
easily worked.

High commercial importance, :uanufactured into

interior finish, furniture.
Tulip Tree -- Pale buf:f, close, straight-erained, light,
soft. easily worked, does not readily split, werp, or shrink.
Frized for interior finish work end cabinetmaking.
iValnut, Black -- Deep brown, hard, heavy, rather brittle,
aoarse grained.
building.

Used in fine furniture. woodwork and boat
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Along with the common woods of the United States listed,
there are some :foreign grown woods that are of importance to
the wood Harker due to their use in many fs·nliBr products.
J!hese woods are i!lportant becrnuse

the~r

possess oharacteristios

desired that cannot be duplicated with A•1erican woods.
Balsa -- Extremely light in weight, easily 'i'IOrked, light
tan.

Used for rafts, decoys, model work, sound deadner, and

protective packing for furniture •
.clbony -- Extremely hard, dense, dull black with an array
of stripes rangine from dark brown through grey to brownish
orange.
turn€ry.

Suitable for inla;;s, .narquetry, s:nall articles of
Very difficult to work.

To dense to float in wster.

Lemon wood -- hard, fine, even texture, light ye llow·ishbrovvn, easy to work.

Used principally for archery equip:nent.

Retains original shape very well.
Teak -- .doderately strong, hard, straight-grained, oily,
rich brown.

Used for furniture, floors, ship building, but

its use is limited by scsriaity and high cost.
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AREAS OF ?UPIL DEVillLObJEl~T

It is the purpose of this section to make sugeestions
ea to the content for a unit of instruction in wood craft.
Specific

Ar~as

of Develop:nent

develop some r.neasure of skill in the manipulation
of woodworking tools and materials.

A.

To

B.

To gain some understandings concerning infor!1lBtion
basic to woodworking.

c.

To develop in each individuAl desirable habits, traits,
and attitudes.

D.

To develop some appreciation relative to design,
crafts nsnship, and -:no re specifically, products ;nB de
of wood.
1

E.

To develop an interest and some understanding concerning individual and group health and safety in the
use of woodworking tools and materials.

Areas of Instruction:
A. Manipulative .Areas

I.

Planning
a. Read a working drEiwing
b. L1ake a bill of m~terial
c. Se le ct an appropriate undertaking
d. i:le le ct the ma teria 1 neceaaa ry to do the job
e. ~alculate the cost of the job
f. Estimate the time required to complete the job

II.

Layout
a. Take a measurement iiith a rule
b. Lay off measure111ents with a rule
c. Ley out patterns on stock
d. Lay out and test square cuts with a try-square
e. Gage with a ::JBrking gage
f. LEiy out duplicate parts
g. Lay out charafers and bevels
h. LsJ out rounds
i. Lay out angle cuts
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III.

IV.

Holding Tools
a. Hold stock
b.
Hold stock
c. Hold stock
d. Hold stock
e. Hold stock

woodworkers vise
a hand screw· clamp
a "O" clamp
a bar clamp
a saw jaok

~ooth

a.
b.
c.

d.
f.

g.
h.

v.

in a
with
with
with
with

~dge

a.
b.

o.
d.

e.

Cutting ~ools
Saw to a line with a cross-out saw
Saw to a line with a bsck sav;
Saw to a line ·,vi th a amping saw
Shape an edge or €nd with a file
Shape irregular shapes with a file
Smooth a surface with sand paper
Smooth irregular shapes vii th sand paper

Outting Tools
.Assemble and adjust a jack plane or smooth plane
Asr~ernble and adjust a block plane
:Plane a surface true and smooth
Plane an edge true and stuere to a surface
Plf'lr:~ Elli end true and square to a su.rfaae ~nd
edge

f.

g.
h.
1.
j.

k.
1.
m.
VI.

VII.

VIII.

Plane to length, width, and thickness
Out a c hemfer using. a plane
Round edges using e plane
Round edges using e spokeshave
Sharpen a plane iron, chisel, end spoke shave
Sharpen a scraper
~rim and pare with a chisel
Trim and pare with a knife

Boring fools
a. Bore with an auger bit
b. Drill holes ueing a hand drill
c. Dri 11 with a "Yankee" push dri 11
d. Countersink for screws
e. Oounterbo~e for screws
Fastening Devices
a. Drive and drew nails
b. Set and fill nail holes
c. Fasten with corrugated fasteners
d. )'eaten with screws (round, flat, and oval head)
e. Fasten with dowels
g. Fasten with common wood joints
h. Fasten with glue
i. Fasten using combinaticns such as joints and glue
Finishing
a. ?repare stock for finish
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b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.
h.
i.

j.
k.

B.

.Mix and apply oil and water stain
Apply enamel and paint
Apply filler
Ap;:ly wo odses l with brush and cloth
Apply varnish with a brush
Olean and care for brushes
Apply paraffin or parttffin oil
Apply novelty finishes
Apply suede-tex
Rub a f:f.nish with pumice and rotten stone

Infor.1Jl8tion Areas
I.

II.

III.

Planning
a. '.l!he importance of drawing and plans in woodwork
b. rhe ~eaning of lines and symbols found on
woodworking plans and drawings
c. ..:Jeth ads of analyzing jobs, p lannine proce duree,
making bills of roateria ls, and computing coats
from woodworking plsns, drawings, and lu:nber
price lists
Layout Tools
Layout tools used in woodworking
b. Factors concerning the select ion, cost, snd
care of layout tools

a.

Holding Tools
'..Cypes, sizes, and uses of holding tools used
in woodworking
b. Factors concerning the select ion, co st, and
care of holding tools

a.

IV.

Tooth Ou tt ing :Coo ls
Types, sizes, and uses of the various saws
used in woodworking
b. Faotora concerning the selection, cost, and
care of hand saws
c. Types, shapes, sizes, and uses of the various
files used in wood,,vorking
d. Factors concerning the selection, cost, end
cars of files
e. '.Cypes, grfldes, end uses of sandpaper, steel
wool-, and other abrasive '.!laterials used in
woodworking

a.

v.

Edge Cutting ~ools
A. :Cypes, sizes, and uses of the various plsnes
end chisels used in woodworking
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b.
VI.

VII.

VIII.

o.

Fsctors concerning the selectiont cost and
care of planes end chisels

Bortng Too ls
a. fypes, si ~es, and uses of the tools used to
bore ho le s in wood
b • .!!'actors concerning the selection, cost, and
care of wood boring tools
Fastening .Devices
A.
Types, sizest cost, l'!.nd uses of nails, brads,
screws, and other fasteners used in woodworking
b. i'y0es, sizes, cost, and uses of common hardware used in woodworking
c. ~ypes, characteristics, costt and us€s of glue
d. :.l!ypes, characteristtcs, and usEs cf cocnmon.
\'VOOd joints
h'inishing
a. Types, uses, and preparation of stains, fillers,
paint, varnish, woodsea1, lacquer, ename lt
and other finishing materials
b. lvlethods of, cleanir.g and storing brushes

Pers::rna li ty Area
'.rhroughout the course the instructor will call to
the attention of the pupils the desirable habits, traits,
and attitudes com·1only aacepted in our culture. These
attributes should be taught daily conaurrently with the
other areas of instruction. Listed be low are s few
prectices that ~ay be of help in developing some of the
desirable habits, traits, and attitudes t~at we hope to
impart to the students:
a.
b.
c.

D.

Development of a student personne 1 system
Encouragement of group sctivities when desirable
Assignrnent of reports to be worked out by groups

.Appreciation Area
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Basic rules of good design
Fectors to be considered in purchasing fureiture
and other products involving the use of wood
Criteria for evaluation of finished products f'.lE>ke
in the school shop
I'hrongh field trips, movies, and during daily
class sessions the ir.struator can do :nuch to increase the individUP-1 pupils apnreciation of good
craftsmanship and design

E.

Health and aafety
Thr,mghout the course the instructor wi 11 call to
the attention of the pupils the principles of cleanliness
adequate ventilation, suffioien t light, proper methods
of waste disposal, and proper toilet habits to the end
that each pupil can live a heelth~1 life. Throughout the
course the instructor will seize every opportunity to
emphasize the proper and safe use of too ls and. :naterie ls.

:H'.

1~odifying

.h1actors

l!he extent to which any or all of the sctivtties
listed above can be undertaken will depend upon the
local situation governed by the following factors:

I.
II.
III.

Experierice, training, ingemi.ity, energy, and skill
of the instructor
Facilities evaileble in terms of tools, eguipCTent,
end supplies
Gapabili.ties and interests of the pupils
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SELfilCfED

PROJEO~S

Projects, from the student's point of view, are things to
be made in the school shop.
they are a means to ends;

From the teacher's point of view,
they are the most important device

at his com'land for teoching manipulative content •
.Projects should provide for four
part of the student:

t~;pes

of activity on the

( 1) purposing, (2) planning, (3) execution,

and (4) judging or evaluation.

That is, the student should

either propose his own project or accept one assigned by the instructor as worthwhile; he should plsn the project thoroughly
hirnsE lf or follow a well-made plan prepared for him; he should
see the project through from start to finish, doing the varmous
operetions hic1se lf; and when the job is complete, he should
evaluate his own work, with the view of taking stock of whEit he
has learned and determining where irnprove:nents may be made in
his procedure or workmanship •
.Besides providing the four t;,rpes of student activity
outlined above, projects should conform to these criteria of
project selection: ( 1) they should include som.e of the things
taught in the course, perhaps a small number of units in the
fj_rst projects and larger nur:l'Jbers of units as the student progresses; (2) they should interest and challenge the studerit, and

yet be within his range of ability; (3) they should be well designed and, if possible, have a practical use which will suit
the student when completed; (4J they should be suited to school

.._ .L·-;"'·-

shop condjtions
( :~)

su.~h

as

to~-ls

,;.ri:l

rnt~rltils

<-:<veilBble,

t hE 2 should b;::. o:f sue h r. ns tll:!'f: th• t th r; :::; tudf. rit
1

thpt have been orgt1nized R'"l instru1.~tionP l sheets •
~~Enteii

in thii'1 £or:n

~o

~·r.J
JMi

.1.1 hese

co:~t;
eo.11-

ArE pre-

serve t,vo purposed, firAt, to n.r•)Vide

.:!ertrin rro;)Ects t!rnt 1nec t E:ntabliRhed cri terhi

~1ni

second. to
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SUGGES'2ED VI 3UAL .AIDS
Effective teaching depends not only on tools end materials.
Visual aids such as charts, booklets, bulletins, and displays
are valuable in making the experiences of the student clear

and concrete in his mind.

fhrough the use of such materials

we can interest the student to a higher degree and provide
experiences not easily obtained in any othe:r way.

Listed

directly below and on the following pages are sources end examples of visual aids that will aid the student in wood craft
work a
uomnanies and Corporations Providing Free Visual
American Forest Products Industries, Ine.
1816 l~orth Street, I~. iv •
•~as hington 6, D. 0 •
.American Paper and Pulp Association
122 East 42nd Street
New York 17, New York
Behr-Menning Corporation
1C53 Seifert Street
Troy, New York
Delta Fi le iiorks, Inc.
James Street
Philadelphia 37, Pa.
4837

Disston and Sobs, Inc., Henry
Philadelphia 35, Pa.
Du Por1t de Nemours end Oompany, E. I.
,'Ji lmingt on , .De 1 ware

Frenklin Glue Company
Columbus 15, 0 hio
General .i.1otors Corp.
EducationBl Relations Section
.DepArtrnent of Public Rel:ations
.Detroit 2, Michigan

Aid~
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Gatfe lter Company, P. H.
Spring Grove, Pa.

Irwin Auger Bit Company
iii Lrninston. o hio

Le Page's, Inc.
P. o. Box 291
Gloucester, Mess.
Master Rule Mfg. Company, Inc.
4C Mulberry Street
M1ddletown, New York
National Paint, Varnish, and Lecquer Association, Inc.
15CC Rhode Island Avenue, N. 1"1.
~ashington

5, D.

c.

Nicholson File Co,!lpany
23 Acorn Street

Providence l, lihode Ialtmd
Paxton Lurnber Company, Frank

29CC Bryan Avenue
Fort ,forth 1, Texas

Rockwe 11 Manufacturing Company
Delta Power Tool Division
40C North Lexington Avenue
Pittsburg 8, Pa.
SheruJBn-di l liams Cor!l.pany
lCl Prospect Avenue, N. IV.
Cleveland 1 1 Ohio

Stanley Too ls
Educational Department
New Britain, Oonn.
Superintendent of .Dooumer.ta
Government Printing Office

u. s.

~ashington

25, D. O.

United States Plywood Corp.
55 dest 44th Street
New York 36, New York
.~estern

Pine Association

51CYeon Building

Portland 4, Oregon
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.Commeroial Forests of the United States
A map of the United States diagnimed like the one illustrated

would clarify this information and help the students to retain
it better.

This device could be used as a bulletin board chsrt

or individual maps could be given to eaoh student and they
could sketch in the area themselves.

Key
Pacific Coest Forest
(festern Forest
Central

orest

} orthern Forest
Southern ore st
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Three Methods of Cutting Logs Into Lumber After It
Reaches the Mill
Plain sawed (Flat)

(cut tangent to annual rings)

wood ray

Quarter Sawed.
(showing figure)

Rift Sewed
(showing pencil line grain)
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SOURC:~s

OF FI L1v1:3 AlD

1!111l·II.SJ~RIPS

American Forest Products Industries, Inc.
1319 Eighteenth Street, N. d •
.Jashington 6, D. c.

General Motors Corporation
Public Lie le tions Department
Detroit 2 • Michigan

u. s.

Department of .Agriculture

Nashington 25, D.

c.

u. s.

Forest Service
jashington 25, D. a.

Veneer Associetion, ~he
600 South Michigan .Avenue
Ohicsgo 5, Illinois

.Jestern Pine Association
5 lC Yeon Building
Portland 4, Oregon

In addition to the above listed sources of film and
fi lrnstri ps, the instructor should contsct the nearest audievisual center for additional help in securing and using these
aids to teaching.
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molding.

Such meterisls as pitch, tar, amber, shellac, rubber,

clay, and asphalt are natural plastics.

2he plastics which are

1nost used in industry are synthetic substances produced by complicated chemical processes.

These are

t~e

plastics with which

we are fa mi liar.
Kinds of Plastics
Plastics, depending upon their ph;1sica l properties, may be
classified es thermoplastic or ther.:nosetting materials.

Thermo-

plastic materials can be formed into desired shapes under heat
and pressure and become solids upon cooling.

If they are sub-

jected to the same conditions of· heat and pressure., they can be
remolded.

Thermosetting materials acquire infusibility under

heat and pressure and canno·t be remolded.
Plastiaa :nay also be classified according to their chemical
sources.

The twenty or more known basic types fall into four

general groups:

l) cEllulose plastics, 2) synthetic resin plastic,

3} protein plastics, and 4) natural resin plastics.
The cellulose plastics. include the acetAte, nitrate, butyrate, propionete, ethyl cellulose, and regenerated cellulose
plastics.

The cellulose nitrste plastics are the oldest in the

group, and Celluloid is the oldest example.

These plastics are

inade by treating cotton linters or wood pulp witr acids in the
presence of some cats lyst.
The synthetic resins include the phenol-formaldehyde, phenolfurfura 1, urea-forms lde hyde, me lamine-forrna ldehyde, vinyl,

styrene• po lycth.Y lt=. ne, coum8r1Jne-in dcr:e, nylon,
ph;sti:!S.

rhese plasttcs

hrf.

,,1Pd€

f1

n d the irnryl:ic

fror'.l :::henol, for•1pldehyde,

ureB, ecetylene, theylene:, benzer.e, petroleu•n, Pnd glJcerol.
IT\
,j,,

he pro t.~e"ln
.

beens, pe.cinuts,

fro:n soy berins, milk, coffee,
;,;asher~s,

~he

and other agricultnrt,11 _pr•)ducts.

casein plnstics are the inost COt:J:non B"roup of protein plsstlcs.
:i:hE nsturPl resins include shellac, Bsphelt, rosin,

and pitch.

It :na;; simply said

deriverl

fro~11

and Nater.

usual~'

These :ootEriHls Are
t~f1t

~~ 11ber,

cold molded. .rvith fillers.

the :'nar,y types of plastics rire

COF.11, Y.'JStroleum, f:1fllt, sulfur, cellulose, lime, ajr,

Hunclreds of for1""'lules f!re used in

o:r· 11ore besic type:3 of plsstics.

::ia~~ine

the twenty

Diff€ rE:nt condt tions :rnd usss

for plastics cwll for rli.ffer.snt foraml,qs, thert=:.fore, plastics
c8n be custom-built in ordE::r to produec 8 plPsttc

chPrFicteristj_cs that Nill

ffif;tSt

P

,~:ith

the

specific need.

Plt:dtics in ;:lodern Industr•,;

~~--~------~~~-~~

.Plestics

E~re

i.,1sr.ufPctured in the

shei::;ts, rods, ar;d tubes.

r~)ds,

of molding po1'vders,

They ::ire then sold to fa"bricetors r;nd

afld tubes by an oltoeE.tber d.tf:ferent method.

·:'owa.'e
r<>. . .
y

In

for~J

S~J

::;'~1~·
--

1'hc .nolding

be .:>i
+he :t' _1.ntS
-f'.
a. or pi· 11 of'.• cr:·1.
'""'-·~·
f!01v d ers, g:rm;u LP t e.,

form the powder is in an uncured str te.

·Test plnstics

f1J'."€

fnbr·j crd;ed by the rn.oldj_ng prol!ese.

!'his

process is CO!ff[lP.rable to four.dry .i·)rk in the aetal ind.rud;r::.

Both
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thermoplastics and thermosetting plastics may be used in this
process.

.-when many identical pieces are to be made the moldi.ng

process usually is the most economical.
Molding powders can be converted into useful articles by
three different methods;

compression molding, injection molding,

end extrusion.
Compression molding requires the use of hardened steel molds
which are scientifically designed and made with extrei:te accuracy.
Their cost often runs into thousands of dollars.

The mold is

made of two or more parts and forms a cavity the exact shape of
the article to be produced.
them so that

the~

~he

molds have channels running through

oan be heated with steam or coo led with water.

At the beginning of the operation, an accurately measured amount
of molding powder is put into the open mold.

Then the mold is

closed, pressure is applied, and steam is circulated through the
parts.

The heat changes the molding powder into a soft mess, and

the pressure forces the plastic into all the parts of the cavity •
.After a given length of time, water is pumped through the p&rts
of the mold to cool them and cause the plastic to harden.

~he

thermosetting plastics do not have to be cooled to harden, so
theJ' ma;v be removed fr<Jm the mold hot.

The complete cycle for

molding by the compression method may require as much as

twent~

minutes.

In molding articles weighing more than two ounces, the
injection molding process requires heavy and expensive hardened
steel molds used in complea, automatic machines so this process
is usually limited to smell, light articles.

3118 11, hand op-

erated injecticn molding machines with a capacity of one-half

to two 01mcEs ,JPy use lighter 1'lolds.
po~vder

is fea 1.nto

c;;lind€r.

hE!At€:l

the cyli.ndEr.

pr.oces~

'.Che cycle

I'here is fln openine ir: thr;

clcsec1 mold.

squEiS~Er~

fi

In this

"'.l·Jlr1

thE mol.OJng

st~>rts

.~ith

~d.th

th=Jt connects

ThE plunger in thE. cylindEr :noVER for\·,ard. Hid

the hot plcstic into the Ci1Vity of thE =1old ·Nrere it

r.0rder1s r;s the

(jol{'l cools.

This rir(}(!E.8:.:; is lti:1ited to thE.
pro(lU:~ts.

ft:ictt..re of relatively s 1all
1

mor€ thBn ;5[:

our.:!€;~

:a~iru

Usually rrtL:!les .-.E.·tchir.g

ct=.rnnot bE ;:,if;cle econo:nL:B lly by inje.cti;Jr,

This process h8s thE Rdventarre of speed, since the

~olding.

entire c;;cle car. so,:;E.tirnes be:. C!O·•rplete<l in a::; littlE tir:1€

fifteen or tiver:t;/ et e ti.ne.
~nJ

s

'3nch

proiluct~

~;s

ten

as :c:poons, combs,

knobs Are often made by injection moldinc processes.
The ex;:;rus:ion 'nethod

s:~u~11

lstivEly

B

lso ref1uires the

B.t:cl nce:d not bE. exner11=1·i~re.

UFI'?

This

of cxper:sivs

r-ro.:~e;=i8

hF.s re-

ceived a greAt deel of attention from 80ldera the pest few yesrs
since it is the fi:istest rir;d chel-1pest

Prticles.

.~ay

of producing

However, proa.t..etton is li·l:lted to such ite;:1s es :r.-:)ds,

tubes, :nol,11ngs, rir:d edgings.

ths injection machine.

l'he

~•chine

At the end of the

used is si ;ilar tc
C~t'linder

¥ihich contains an o:_··ening of the d.esired sh.ape

ivith a revolving screw.

is the die

l:1f1i si~e.

the plastic is heated i.n the c;;linder, it is forced

plss~ic

pltci~tic

As

f0r~~ard

As it is formed through the die, the

takes the shape of the opening.

fhe process is cod-

parable to squeezing toothpflste out of a tube.

l'he strip hardens
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immediately and may be cut to lengths or may be cot led on a ree 1.
A method of shaping that has recently come into extensive
use is the vacuum forming of thermoplastic shef.ts.

This tech-

nique was developed during the war for shapin3 the noses and
turrets for military aircraft.

Aery 1.Ste base plasttcs heve been

used extensively for this purpose.

To accomplish this fabri-

cation a large air-tight metal chamber is used which has e vacuum
attachment.

A hot sheet of plastic is clamped on top of this

chamber end the air is exhausted from the inside by means of a
vacuum pump.

'.L'he low pressure inside the cha!".lber and the high

or standard pressure on the outside forces the hot plastic into
the chamber.

A small needle valve or an electr:to eye at the

botto a of the chamber shuts off the vacuum valve when the plastic
1

sneet is do.vn to the desired depth.

..rhe plastic is allowed to

cool for a few minutes, after which time it is removed and the
clamp marks tri '.Hned off.

There are no "mark-offr1 or roorks from

the mold left on the finished product.
A modification of this process is known as the "snep-back"

method in which the plsstic sheet is drawn :l.nto the chamber as
before.

'.ehen a form of the desired shspe and size is lowered

into the cha:nber.

At this point a valve is opened allowing the

air to slowly equalize the pressure in the chamber.

~he

plastic

"meraory" causes the sheet to return or "snap-beck" to it's
original shape except where the forrn prevents it from doing so.
'.ehus the plastic cones up around the form and there is allo·iried
to cool in the shape of the form.
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Laminating with plastics is a process that is becoming
increasingly used in industry.

Cloth, wood, canvas, paper, or

such '.I'l8terials is thoroughly soaked with unpolymerized phenolic
plastic.

Plastic in this fonn resembles varnish.

Sheets of

rna te rie 1 thus treated are then pi led one upon another to the

desired thickness.

At this point they are placed either in a

press with heated plates or are subjected to ultra high frequency electric current or polymerize the plastic.
duces a toueh compact rnBss.

This pro-

This process can be used. for.

molded shapes as well as for sheets.

Such products as molded

pluwood, automobile gears, bearines on large ships, table tops,
counter tops, fire re sis tent wood, and wainscoeting for interio.r
decoration Eire manufactured by this ;nethod.

Other uses for plastics in industry include coating objects
for protection, plating articles for protection, and to add
beauty and long life to them.
The method of working with plastic with which Ne are all
familiar is the forrafng and shaping of sheets, rods, and tubes
with common, inexpensive too ls that sre found in the school
sh op.

Both thermoplastic and thermosetting plastics are fab-

ricated into useful projects in thi3 manner.

The use: of heat

for forming broadens the variety of shapes obtainable 1Tith
the rmopla sties.
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ARE.AS OF l?UJ?I L

DEVELOPl~NT

It is the purpose of this section to make some suggestions
at to the content for a unit in I> lastic craft and to offer so me
suggestions for organization of the content.
Specific Areas of Pupil Develo.12.J.ent
A.

To develop some measure of skill ir. the manipulation
of the tools and materials used in plastic craft.

B.

To gain some understandings concerning information
basic to plastic craft.

c.

To develop in each individual desirable hEtbits,
traits and attitudes.

D.

~o

develop some appreciation relative to design,
craftsmanship, and more specifically, products made
of plastic.

E.

To develop an interest and so f!le understanding concerning individual and group health and safety in
the use of plastic working to a ls and materta ls.

Areas of Instruction
.A.

Manipuletive Areas
I.

II.

J? lann ing
a. Read a working dra·.ving
b. Make a bill of materials
c. Select an appropriate undertaking
d. Select the material necessary to do the job
e • Ca1cu JD te the cost of the job
f. Estim8te the time required to cocrplete the job

Layout
8.

1'ake a neeaurement wvith a rule

b.

Lay off :11.easurements wi.th a rule
Layout a pettern on stock
Layout and test square cuts with a try-square
Gage with a marking gage
J... ayout cha rnfe rs e.nd bevels
Layout rounds
Layout angle cuts

a.
d.
e.
f.

g.
fl.

III.

Holding Too ls

a.
b.

c.
d.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

B.

Hold stock in s woodworkers vise
Hold stock with a hand screw clamp
Hold stock with a nan clamp
Hold stock with a saw jack

Tooth Cutting Tools
Sew to a line with a coping saw
b. Saw to a line with a back saw
c. Saw to a U.ne with a heck saw
d.
Shape· an end or edge with a file
e. Shape irregular curves with a file

a.

Ea.Be Out ting 11!00 ls
a. Assemble and adjust a block plane
b. Plane trn edge true and square to a surface
c. Plane and end true and square to a surface
and an edge
d. Plane to width and length
e. Smooth and edge using a scraper
f. Sharpen ~ plane iron
g. Sharpen a scraper
Drilling and Punching Tools
a. Dri 11 holes using a hand dri 11 and dri 11 bit
b. Counter sink for screws
c. Counter bore for screws
d. Punch a hole in thin plastic using e leather
punch
e. Drt 11 holes using a dri 11 press

Fastening .Devices
a. Fasten with drive screws
b. Fasten with self-tapping screws
c. Festen with bolts
d.
Fasten wi.t h common join ts
e. Fasten with plastic cements
f.
Fasten using aombinatior1s such as joints
and; cement
lI'ini sh ing
a. Remove tool marks using wet or d~J sandpaper
b. Buff or nolish by hand
c. Buff or polish using a power buffer

Information .Arees
I.

Planning
s. ~he importsnce of drawing and planning in
plastic craft

b.

c.

II.

III.

The meanj_ng of lines end symbols found on
drawings and plans
Methods of analyzing jobs, planning procedures,
making bills of materials, end computing coats
from plans, drawings, and price lists.

Layout
Layout to0ls used in plastic craft
b. Factors concerning the selection, cost, snd
care of layout too ls

a.

Ho ld.ing Too ls

a.

b.

Types, sizes, and uses of holding tools used
in plastic craft
Factors concerning the select ion, cost, and
care of holding tools

IV.

Tooth Cutting Tools
a.
Types, sizes, and uses of the V8r:i.Ous saws
used in plastic craft
b. Factors concerning the selection, cost, and
as re of hand sews
c. :.Cypes, sizes, and uses of the various fi lea
used in plastic craft
d. l!'actors concerning the selection, cost, and
care of files
e. Types, sizes, and uses of thread cutting
too ls used in plastic craft
f. Factors concerning the selection. cost. and
care of thre~d cutting tools

v.

Edge Cutting Tools
a. Types, sizes, and uses of the various planes
used in plastic craft
b. Factors concerning the selection, cos~ and
care of planes used in plastic craft
c. Types, sizesl. and uses of scrapers used in
plastic era fu
d. l!'actors concerning the selection, aost, and
care of scrapers used in plastic craft

VI.

Drilling and Punching Tools

s.
b.
c.

d.

TYJ:leS, sizes, and uses of tools used to drill
holes in plastic
Factors concern1ng the selection, cost, end
care of too ls used to dri 11 holes in plastia
Types, sizes, end uses of tools used to punch
holes in thin plastic
Feat ors concerning the selection, cost, and
care of punching tools
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VII.

VIII.

o.

Fastening Devices
a. Types, sizes, cost, and uses of drive screws,
se lf-tap]'Jing screws, and bolts used in plastic
craft
b. Types, sizes, cost, and uses of comuon
hardware used in plastic craft
c. Types, characteristics, cost, and uses of
cement used in plastic craft
d. 2ypes, characteristics, and uses of com1on
joints used in plastic craft
Finishing
a. ~ypes, sizes, cost, and uses of the various
abrasives used in plastic craft

Persona li t~1 Area
Throughout the course the instructor will call to
the attention of the pupils the desirable habits, traits,
and attitudes co:amonly accepted in our society.
These
attributes should be taught daily concurrently with the
other areas of instruation. Listed .below are a few
practices that can be carried out to help impart desirable habit, traits, and attitudes:

I.
II.
I II.
D.

Appreciation .Area

I.
II.

III.
IV.

E.

.Development of a student personnel system
Encouragement of group activities whe·n desirable
.Assignment of reports to be worked out by groups

Basic rules of good design
Fectors to be considered in purchasing products
involving the use of plastic
~est of wor~ns hip for evaluation of finished
projects made in the school shop
'.rhrvugh fie lcl tri.ps, movies, and during daily
classes th€ instr~ctor can do much to increase
the in di vid.ua 1 pupils a:p;_)reci~tion of good
crf!ftsmanship and design

Health and

Sefet~

Throuehout the course the instruotor will cell
to the attention of the pupils the principles of
cleanliness, adequate ven ti lat ion, sufficient light•
prop~r '..:1ethods of waste disposal, and proper toilet
hab1JS vO the end that each pupil can live a ~ealthy
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life. Throughout the course the instructor will seize
every opportunity to emphasize the p :roper and safe use
of too ls and materials.

F.

Modifying Factors
The extent to which any or all of the activities listed
above can be undertaken wi 11 depend upon the loo al situation governed by the following:

I.

Experience, training, ingenuity, energy, and skill

II.

of the instructor
Facilities available in terms of tools, equ1prnent,
and sup9lies
Capabilities and interests of the pupils

III.
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SELECTED

PROJEC~S

Projects, from the student' a point of view, are things to
be made in the school shop.

From the teacher's point of view,

they are means to ends; they are the most important device
at his comr1and for teaching manipulotive content.
Frojeots should provide for four types of activity on the
part of the student: 1) purposing, 2) planning, 3) execution,
and 4) judging or evaluation.

That is, the student should

either propose his own project or accept one assigned by the
instructor es worthwhile; he should plan the project thoroughly
himself or follow a well-made plan prepared for him; he should
see the project through from start to finish, doing the various
operations himself; and when the job is complete, he should
evaluate his own work, and judge it with the view of taking
stock of what he has learned and determining where improve men ts

may be made in his procedure or workmanship.
Besides providing the four types of student activity outlined above, projects should conform to these

criteri~

of

-project selection: 1) they should tnolude aorne of the things

taught in the course, perhaps a small nurnber of units in the
first projects and lareer numbers of units as the student progresses; 2) they should interest and challenge the student, and
yet be within his range of ability; 3) they should be well designed and, if possible, have a practical use nhich Nill suit
the student when completed; 4) they should be suited to school

shop conditior1s snch f1S tools B.nd ·1JE1teriE!ln tlVailfl.ble, flrd C•)st;
E)

thE.y

should be of such

f;

nDtu:!'.'<o tht:it th•:: stu.lent can com9lete

them in r, reasor.BblE ler:gth of ti.ae f'n l shculd lead hL1 on to
1

other <v)rth<Jhile projects.
On the
thr1 t

fol.b~·,:i.ng rn~ges

have beE n o rgA nizE: d

~1 s

.vill be found a series of
inst rue ti one l sheets.

pro~t:cts

'11 hese a re

presented in this form to sE:rve tNo :purpose·s, first, to provide

certoin projects thBt :nE:r:.t

estt~blished

criteria Pin d second, to

point out one :1iethod of organizing project material for present-

s ti on to th c students in s co nven ien t f or:a.
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SUGGESTED VISUAL .AIDS
Effective teaching in the school shop depends not only on
tools, materials, and instruction by the teacher.

Visual aids

·such as charts, booklets, bulletins, and displays are valuable
in 11:1king related information permanent and practice 1 for the
student.

Through the use of selected visua 1

~aterials

we cen

stimulate the interest of the students to a higher degree and
provide experiences not easily obtained in any other way.

Listed

below are sources and examples of visual aids that will aid the
student in working with plastic to gain some understandings:
Companies and Corporation Providing Free Visua 1 Aids
Cadillac Plastic Company
651 Jest Baltimore
Kansas City 15, Kanse:is

Cope Plastics, D. 3.
9833 Highway 99
St. Louis 21, Missouri

Dixon, Incorporated, iVilliam
32-42 East Kinney Street
Newark 1, New Jersey
Dupont de Nemours and Company, E. I.
1Vilmington, De !aware
Plastic Products Company of Utah
3 71 South Main, P. 0. Bo:x 1415

Salt Lake City 11, Utah
Van Horn Plastics
1905 Ingersoll
Des Moines, Iowa

On the preceding page is shown

ti

dra.ving of a proposed

visU81 sid showing the Vflrjous colors and
evEiilable.

Thit? aid

twenty five

sa~ples

is

t~ 1 pes

of pl&stics

designed to accomodate aporo.ximt= tely
1

of plRstic.

The construction can be altered

to di.spb1y sny desired number of sFH'lp les.

I'he front pfl ne 1

l1as cut out windovvs to sllow viewtng of the s:-u1ples.

reo.uvable to allow the instructor to chsnge the

p~rnels

It is DIBO
of

plasti~

relatively eesyily.

Sa:nples for the display

v~ere

obtained frof.1 the following

co mpari ie s:
?eterson Brothers
3832-34 :North Sout hDort Avenue
Ghicrngo lZ, Illinois
Plastic Parts and Ss1es
1157 South Kingshighway
St. Louis lC, ~lissouri

In addition to the samples, literature on various types of
plsstics

~nd

catalogs of tile co:::ipanies '"ere obtained.

The panel is coristructed to either heng on
displeyed on a teble.
~oad

The frRme end

to give pernency to the pnnel.

paneL~

H

»iall or be

fire to be aade of
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SOURCES 01.!" FILMS .AF :9 FILMS'.::RI:PS

:.Uhe instructcr 13hn; 1.i1 contact the nearest EiU.dio-visua 1

center for his schoo 1 or obtain a ca ta log of films to aid him
in securing films or filmstrips for use in te8ching.
addition to the school audio-visual center

t~

In

folloiriing

sources of films and filmstrips may be contacted for additional
or different materials:
Bake lite Company
3CC l:ladison Avenue
New York 17, New York

Dupont de 1Iemours and Company, E. I.
iii lm.ington, De la ware

:Jensen to Ohemica l Company
Flastics Division
Springfield 2, Uassachusetta
Rhom and HaE· a Oompeny

,/ashington Square
:Phil8delphie 5, Pennsylvania
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Introduction
1ihen primitive man learned to tie a hArd piece of skin around his fee: t to protect them frorn stones and thorns, he increased his hunting spe€d; when he learned to put water in skin
bags~

he increased his traveling range trnd freed hi1uself from

the necessity of returning to rivers and springs :for longer
periods of time; rind when he learned to hide behind a tough piece
o~

skin, he became a better warrior, more often victorious.

Thus

one sees the esrly advantages in the utilization of skins ancl
hides for protection and clothing •
.As the knowledge of leather usage increased, tribes made

-·

tents, beds, carpets, Drr.ior, harness, and shoes out
wss also employed for bo1vstrings, shields,
heads on

shr.~ts,

ar:d orna!:lents.

fast~ning

o~

it.

It

for arrow

Later, canoelike boats were built.

and drums of leBther were used as means of corn..11unication.
Articles of leather thirty-three centuries old hsve been
found in Egypt, where it was cl.sssed with gold f'nd ivory in
va1ue.

The Eyeptiens, during Bio lica 1 ti111es, used le at her for

sandEils, but, since these were vary rare and expensive, only the
Pharaohs wore them.
The beginnings of recorded
which existed in 15CC B.
written on such

parch~ent

c.,

histor~i

were found on skin rolls

and through the years •nsnuscripts

have befn preserved.

Romans, in the tii!le of Caesar, 'lode wide use of leather,

since their methods of tannine were developed to a relatively
high degreE-.

They made comnon use of leather sandsls, and, as

indication of hieh rank, a shoe called the "calceus" was worn.
'..l!he Ror.rian se·nator of this period wore the high, black calceus
laced do ,;;n the front, vfhi le the noble-blooded patricians ;rnre
red shoes.
The Rornsn soldiers wore leather cE;ps as part of their regular ec:uip 11ent.
i11arco Polo, the famous world traveler from Venice, returned
from China during the thirteE.nth century and reported thst the
great war lord, Kublai Khan, lived in leather tents lined with
ermine fur.

'fhe Chinese of tri;3 periocl t1l.rc rsed flexible tanned

leather, highly colored and decorated, for 15ed coverings snd
dress.
Clothing worn during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries
consisted

chiefl~7

fanciful shapes.

of leather doublets and hose, and shoes in
It was in this period also thst bookmaking

becsme a highly developed art, and books were bound with handsomely tooled leather.

_Lik€wise, during this period the guilds,

which were the forerunners of the modern trade unions, were
formed.

'.rhese professionel groups exerted a powerful influence

on the leather industry.

They controlled ap;;>rirntice training

because the :nasters, who were the craftsoen, selected the

bO~iS

to

be trained in this skill.
I.1eather pla~7ed an increasincly important part in the life of
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the early colonial settlers of .America.

It was used :for leather

stockings, knee breeches, jackets, and coats.

It was also used

for square-toed shoes, saddles, upholstery for chairs, end to
take the plsce cf springs in the early coaches.
In this moderr1 time, oanuft=1cturers often use exotic designs
in their products which are made possible by th€ use of such
leathers as those obtflined from sm=ikes, lizards, shfl::::-ks, end
alligators in th€ making of shoes, luggage, belts, and handbags.
Frensring__!~

Leather

There are two types of treatment that skins and hides undergo before they become leather: l) cu.ring or dressing and
2) tanning.

Curing or dressing hides and skins is the lengthy

perlimir.ary process in which the skins Rre

prep~red

for tanning

by the removal of all flesh, hair, find foreign particles that
could cause the skin to decay before tanning takes place.

Curing

preserves the skins until they can be tanned.
Tanning is the process by which the cured hides and skins
are converted into durflble and lasting leather through the medium of either vegetable or mineral agents. often referred to as
vegetable or "chrome" tanning agents.
Modern methods of preparation for tanning are basice lly the
so me as those used by the early sett le rs.

Modern machines and

the use of chemicals have been added to increase the effectiveneas and speed of rrocessing the leEither.

The preparatory steps in dressing the hides and skins are
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alike regardless of whether the leather is to be tanned by the
use of vegetable or

sslts •

chro~e

•ihen the hides and skins are received in a tannery they are
immediately placed in cold storage until ready for

treat~nent.

The first step in preparing skins and hides for tanning is to
wash and clean them until they are soft and free of most of the
foreign fOEltter.

It is often necessary to use chemicals to ex-

pediate this operation.

The hides are pleced in soaking pits

where the chemicals soften dry hides and skins and make it easier
to remove the foreign particles.
'rhe soft, flexible stock is now passed through a fleshing

machine, which has revolving knives that cut away undesirable
foreign matter such as fflt and surplus flesh.
Hides and skins now receive further chemical treatment in
which hair must be removed.

ing them in a solution of

This is accomplished bJ' submerg-

li~e

Pnd sodium sulphite.

This treat-

ment requires approximately one week •
.lhen the skins

~nd

hides have been removed from. the solution

they go through an unhairing process by machine which is similar
to the fleshing operation except that it is more thorough.

.After

the skins and hides leave the machine they are stretched over
beEi'.!ls and final traces of hair and epide.r'.nis pre removed by hand.

Skins must now be t·reated to a softened condition before they
can be tanned.

This is carried out in a pickling process, which

is a further treat1ent b:i chemicals.

However, the skins are now

too pliable, being very si'.llilar to cloth, and they must be worked
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further in a solution containing sul'phnric acid, salt, and WEiter,
after which the stock takes on the: feel of leather.
These steps complete the essential cleaning and dressing
preparation prior to actue 1 tanning.
Chrome Tanning
Jhrome-tE1nning leather is usually used in shoe
and garments.

up~ers,

gloves,

It is e speedy process by which the dressed skins

can be converted into leather in a day's time.
Chrocie is derived from the metal chromium, converted by
heat and a ehemicf.l l rel1ction into bichromate of soda.

The crystalF'

thus formed, when treated with suphuric acid and glucose, make
s green so lrit ion or liquor vvhich is use ·l in chrome tanning.
The dressed skins trn d hides are put into tanning drums containing the chrome solution.

.Vhen they emerge they are a light

bluish color which must be removed by the ap"OlicAtion of baking
soda.
Shaving the skins and hides is the next step.

This is done

by inse.-rting them be-tween spiral cutting knives on a shaving
machine.

This process reduces the skins and ·hide.-s to a rather

uniform thickne.-ss.
In the event that the leather is to be colore.-d, at this point
it is sent to the dyeing department.

The coloring precess and

the subsequent oiling cause the stock to emerge very wrinkled;
therefore the skins are tacked on frames so they will dry smoothly.
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Vegetable Tanning
Vegetable-tanned lesthers are used mostly for too ling,
stamping-belt material, luggoge, uuholstery, herness, Elnd shoe

soles.

This process re qui res a much longer period of time than

does chrome tanning.

It usually takes from two to six months.

Tannin, the agent used in this process, is extracted by a
method known as leaching (similar to brewing coffee), from aertain
barks, nuts, and leaves.

It is then diluted to the desired

strength in hot water.
'.3kins snd hides, which have been prepared for tanning in

a similar process to that for chrome tanning, are hung on fremes
which move back end forth through a solution of tannin liquor.
This circulates the solution so that the
of the skins will be uniform.

treat~ent

and coloring

They are put tr.rough a series of

such vats, in each of which the solution is increased in strength,
until the skins ere thoroughly saturated.

It usually requires

from two to three weeks for the hides to swell properly and become ready for the next treat,nent.
They Are no•v removed from the frames E1nd placed in lay-sway

vats.

A layer of skins and hides is covered with eround bark, to

which the tsnnic acid solution is added.

This operation is re-

peated from four to seven times, requiring two to six months to
secure the desired quality of leather.
The

le~ther

is then taken from the vats end put into another

vat filled with hot .vater, where the excess tanning liquid, sedirnent, and bark fire washed a.way.

The leather is further cleaned
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in a scrubber to remove all fina 1

tr~ces

of undesired. uatte r.

Leethe·r becomes very dry efter this treatment and must be
given flexjbility and life by rubbing it with a natural oil, such
as cod oil, a very good lubricant for this purpose.

It is then

hung in a dark, well-ventilRted, humid, dr-.ving loft where it
dries to the rie;ht texture.

move through the finishing

Skins

~rnd

hides ere no·,v rev.dy to

procesr~.

Finishing of J..e ath ers
Vs rious textures in le :.:1t her a re ob ta i.ne d. by g ls zirig, buffing,

and graining.
A glazed finish is procluced from the friction which results
when a glass

ruhs over the leather to produce

c~.7linder

8

highly

polished, glazed surface •
.A buffed finish is usUBlly producecl by hencl.

This is ec-

cocoplished r)y rubbing two pieces of leRther toeether, with the
grain sides facing, forward and

b~ckward,

until the· d€sired effect is produced.
:ne de. by spri1yine the

crossing and recrossing,

li'ancy grains fire often

leathers with various colored solli.tions.

3ech of these ope.rBtions requires expert hand rwnipulEition of
Each skin to produce

t~:e

desired pr:)ciuct.

Sources snd Kinds of Craft Leather
:rhe cr!'ftsman
today.

''.JS;)l

use

P.

wide variety of leather in his work.
~:in~

These different le.athers cor:ie in aLaost

color desired.

Llsr.y have been e'ubosr<ed so that the grain will irritate other ~rnd

more expensive leathers.

A brief description

0

f

the. most co:i1mor;
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leathers anrl their sources used in craft -vvork vdll be given on
th€ fo llo.v1ng peges:
l.

Alligator:

Ge·nuine alligator comes in severs.l different

shades of broNn snd mahoeany.

It 1.wy be used for billfolds snd

hendbsgs, but it ctrnnot be tooled • .3kins "WY r~nge up to 14 l/~"
wide and 6C" long.

Most alligator skins are imported from Mexico,

Jen tra 1 3ou th .America, the Philippine Is lflnds, and .Af rice.

Eow-

eve r a few are found in the bayous of Florida end Louisiana.
2.

Calfskin:

This is an ideal tooling leather for bill-

folds, ladies' purses, etc.

It comes in all colors.

of the skins will range from lC to 14 square feet.

The size
The largest

portion of calfskins used in the United .itates is obt8i ned in
the United dtEites, but some calfskins

fl

re imported from Canada,

Mexico, and .Argen tins.
3.

bossed.

Cowhide:

ma~

be tooled if it is not em-

It is idefl 1 for belts and projects thE1t must vv:i t hstand

hard weer.
feet.

This leather

The size of hides may range from 2C to 25 squsre

They Eire obtt=li ned fror.a the same sources as calfskins.
4.

Lambskin:

This leElther comes in the form of suede or

many different embossed ere.ins, such as alligator, ostrich, and
far.cy desi.gns.

It is used for linings, purses, ar:d belts.

skir1s may vary in size from "I to 9 square feet.

The

These skins are

obtained from every Lnportnnt country except Japsr..

.About half

are produced in the United Str•tes.
5.

Lizard:

Genuine lizard

f!lAY

be htt d in a 11 co lo rs.

is not toolable and is used for billfolds and purses.

It

The skins
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sre s:nell, ranging in size fro:n 9" to 17" long.

Lizard skins

s:r.e obtained s Lnost exclusively from .Africa.
6.

l~ior0cco:

It is used f0r billfolds, linines. book bindings,

most colors.
etc.

·Genuine l.Iorocco goetskin ml1y be obtained in

Skins ·11a y v::-i.ry from 7 to lC squere feet.

may be embossed onto other leEithers.

~,rorocco

grein

These skins ere obtained

from Central Africa.

7.

Ostrich:

Genuine ostr1 ch is expenAi ve, but it works

beautifully in to bi 1 lfo lds, purse· s, Etnd book covers.
in rusB et, brown, and black.

to 14 square feet.
8.

Pigskin:

not advisable.

It co mes

The skins range in si:.-;e from lC

Ostrich skins are i:nported from South .Africa.
Genuine pigskin may be tooled, but this is

It COL'les in either naturfll or black.

used for letter cases or purses.
12 to 2C squEtre feet.

It

::.2SJ

be

The skins rane;e in size from

Pigskins are generally i:!lported from

Europe because pigs slauehtered in this country Are not skinned.
9.

Elkhide:

erally cones in

It ·is used for moccasins E<nd belts.

on~

netural anrl broivn.

size from 18 to 22 square feet.

ic.

Sheepskin:

the form of suedes,
sheepskin.

'2he hides r'lay vary in

Most of the Elkhides come fro:n

The leather 'lJPde fro:n sheep skins co:-aes in
:~any

different embossed grE5ns. and toolir.g

Tooling sheepskin does not tool as well as calfskin,

but the cost is less than half.

It C8n be used for suede purRes,

linings, bookmarks, an1 book covErs.

colors.

It gen-

It :my be obtsined in 811

The size of the skins i'1BY range from 7 to 9, s.qusre feet.
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Sheepskin like ls mbskin, is obtained from almost every important
country in the world except Japan.
11.

Skiver:

This is a thin split of leather which is gen-

erally used for linings.
in sheepskin

t

It is available in all colors and comes

calfskin, and cowhide.

5kin s cnay vsry in size from

6 to 12 square feet.

12·
calfskin.

Steerhide:

This is the best tooling leather next to

It may be used in making all pr.Jjects.

It co·nes in

nstura 1 or two-tone colors and in different weights.
of the hides ·aay vary fro:n 2C to 28 square feet.

The size

steerhides

are obtained primarily in the United States.
13.

Suedes:

They have ':1Bny uses and come in a 11 cola rs •

.u:lost suedes are made from sheepskin or calfskin.

rhe skins will

ave rege from 7 to 9 feet •
.D;1es and Stains

The

le~

ther rnsnufecturer colors the skins and hides with

wood dyes or coal tar a.;ies.

However, the individual crafts-

;DBn .nay desire to color his ovvn projects or

design which he has tooled.

i~t

leAst part of the

1'!8terials such as 'Nater

d~7es,

oil

stains, spirit dyes, Higgins' waterproof drawing inks, and
acids, salts, and oxides are available com·aercially and will
produce the desired results.
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It is the purpose o:f this sect ion to m.ake some suggestions
as to the content for a unit in leather craft and to offer some
suggestions for organization

bf

the content.

Specific Areas of Pupi lw.Deve lopment
A.

To develop some measure of skill in the maniriulation
of the tools and rnBterials used in lesther craft.

B.

To gain some understandings cor1cerning infor:wtion
basic to leather craft.

c.

To develop in each individual desirable habits, traits,
and attitudes.

D.

To develop some sppreciation relative to design,
craftsmanship, and more specifics lly, prodlm.cts made
of leather.

E.

To develop an interest and some understanding concerning individual and group health and safety in
the use of leather working tools and ~aterials •

.Areas of Instruct ion
A.

:lfanipulati ve .r'irea
I.

Planning

a.

Read a working drawing

b.

Meke a bill of materials

c.

d.

e.
f.
II.

III.

Select an arpropriate undertaking
Select the inaterial necessary to do the job
Ca iculate the cost of the job
Estimate the time required to complete the job

Layout
a. Take a measurement with a rule
b. Layoff measurements with a rule
c. Layout a pattern on stock
d. Prepare and use templates
e. Layout diameters and radii
f. Layout angles
Outt~ng

a.

Tools
Cut leather with a draw-guE1.ge knife
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b.
c.
IV.

v.

Too ling and Carving
s. l?repsre leather to be tooled
b. ~ool leather with a modeling tool
c. Carve leather with a swivel knife
d. Bevel leather with• a beveler
e. Shade and camouflage with proper tools
f.
Decora·te with veiner and seeder
g. Fi 11 out background with background too 1
h. 1•,foke decorative euts with swivel knife
~cine

a.

b.
c.

d.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

B.

Cut leather with e. straight knife
Tri~ edgEs with a skiver

Edees
b1sti ~late amount of lacing necessary and cut
.Apply cement to leHther
Punch holes for lacing with a punch or thonging
chisel
Se le ct and complete desired type of l8cing

Fastening Methods
a. Fasten using snap-buttons
b. Fasten using setting eyelets
c. Fasten using rivets
d. :li1asten using the three hole method
e. Fvsten by hand sewing
Shaping Leather
a. For.n a round strsp handle
b.
Form a loop
c. Jfo ld heav~i le at her
d. Crease an edge using a creasing tool
Finishing
a. Olean and bleach with oxs lic t=1c id
b. .Apply dye or dressing to edges
c. Dye surface usine dye
d. Finish using wax
e. Finish using lacquer
f. Finish with neflt-lac

Information Area
I.

l? lannine
a. The import~nce of drs.-vir:g and nlar.ning in
le at her craft
b. The fneaning of lines and syabols found on
dra.vings and plsns
c. Methods of analyzing jobs, planning procedures,
making bills of materials, and computing coats
from plans, drawings, and priee lists.
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II.

Layout
a. Layout tools used in leather craft
b. Factors concerning the selection, cost, and
aare of leyout tools

III.

Cutting Too ls
a. Cutting tools used in lecther craft
b. Factors concerning the selection, cost, and
care of cutting too ls

IV.

Carving Too ls
and carving tools used in leather craft
concE. rning the se le c ti on, coot, end
too ling and carving too ls

V.

Lacing
a. Oecrents used on leAther
b. Factors concerning the selection, co st, and
uses of leather cements
a. Punching tools used in leather crsft
d. Faators concerning the selection, cost, end
care of punching tools
e. Various types of lacing c1puonly used in
leather craft

VI.

Festening Methods
a. Various devices used to fasten leather
b. l!1 actors concernir1g the selection, cost, and
uses of fastening devices

VII.

VIII.

c.

Too ling and
a. Tooling
b. Facto rs
care of

Shaping Too ls
a. Tools used to form leather into various shapes
b. Factors concerning the selection, cost, and
care of tools used to form leather
Finishing
a. Finishing materials used on leather
b. Factors concerning the selection, cost, and
use of finishing rooterials used on leather

Personality Area
Throughout the course the instructor will call to
the attention of the pupils the desirable habits, traits,
and attitudes co11:1only accepted in our societiJ. These
attributes should be tsught daily concurrently with the
other areas of instruction. Listed be low are seine
practices that can be carried out to help impart desirable habits, traits, R.nd attitudes:·
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I.
II•
III.

D.

Appreciation Area
. I.
II.

III.
IV.

E.

Development of a student personnel system
Encouragement of group activities when desirable
Assign;:'.l.ent of reports to be worked out by groups

Be sic rule 8 of good design
Factors to be considered in purchasing products

involving the use of· leather
Test of workmanship for evaluation of finished
projects rnede in the school shop
Through field trips, movies, and during daily
classes the instructor can do much to increase
the individual pupils aprireciation of good
design trnd crflfts:nenship

Heelth and Safety
Throughout the course the instructor will ca 11 to
the attention of the pupils the principles of cleanliness, adequate ventilation. sufficient light, proper
3let hods of v1sste disposal, and proper toilet he bits
to the end that each pupil can live a healthy life.
l'hroughout the course the instructor will seize every
opportunity to enphasize the proper and ssfe use of
to o ls fl n d ne t e ri a ls •

F.

Modifying .h1 actors
The extent to which any or all of the activities
·listed above can be undertaken wi 11 depend upon the·
local situation governed by the following:
I.

II.

III.

Exp€rtence, trsintng, ingenuity, energy, and

skill of the instructor
Facilities available in terms of tool~, equipment,
and supplies.
Jspabi li ti es and intP.re sts of the pupils
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SELECTED PROJEC1':3
Projects, from the student's point of view, are things to
be made in the achoo l sh op.

Frorn the teacher's point of view,

they are means to ends; they are the r-aost important device at
hid col!l:1and for teaching manipulative content.
Projects should provide for four types of activity on the
part of the student: ( l) purposing, ( 2) planning, ( 3) execution,
and (4)

judging or evaluAtion.

That is, the student should

either propose his O\Vn project or accept one assigned by the instructor as vvorth-Nhile; he should plan the project thoroughly
himself or follow a well-rn.ade plan prepared for him; he should
ser: the project through from start to finish, doing the verious
operations himself; and when the job is complete, he should
evaluate his ovm work, with the view of taking stock of what he
has learned P.nd detern1ining where improve 1ents may be 'nade in
his procedures and workmanship.
Besides providing the four types of student activity outlined above, projects -should conform to these criteriB of project selection: (1) they should include some of the things
taught in the course, perhaps a small number of units in the
first projects and larger numbers of units in the leter projects
as the student progresses; (2) they should interest E.ind challenge
the student, and yet be within his range of abilit;/; (3) they
should be we 11 designed and, if possible, have a practical use
when completed that will snit the student; (4} they should be
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suited to school shop conditions such Bs tools and. materials
avsilable:. and cost; (5) thsy should be of such a natui·e that

the student csn complete them in a reasonable length of ti:ne and
should lead hi1 on to oth€r worthwhile projects.
On the :following pages .vill be found a series of projects
th~t

hBve been organized as instructional sheets.

These ere

presented in this form to s€rve two purposes, first, to provide
certain projects that meet established criteria ancl second. to
point out one method of organizing project meterial for presentation to the students.

Effective teachinG in the schoo 1 i3hop dependf:i not on

upon tools, materjals, and instruction

va lusb lE in making re 12 te d in for
for the student.
.~e

~la

b~1

the te8cher.

l~i

Visual

ti on per·UbnE.nt nnd pra cti ca 1

rhrough the use of selected visual materiBls

can sti:rmlBtE the interest of the stu.d.ents to a higher (iegree

end provide experiences not Easily

obt~ined

in any other

~ay.

Listed below are sourced i:rnd ex::-irnples of visual flids that .vill
aid the studer.t in .vorking viHh lestrier to Gflin so;ne uncler-

sta r,d tngs:
Jo1'.lpanies and. Co rpor8 t j ·)ns Provt di.ng Pree Visua 1 A ids
Longhorn Company, rhe
1?. O. Box 656&
l.B llas, Texas

Ohio Leather
Girard, Ohio

CoJp~rn;;,

The

Osborn Bret hers Supply Jo,11pany, Inc.
223 Jacks.Jn Boulevprd
Jhicago, Illinois
Tvndy Leather Go~p8n~

:B'ort dorth, i'eXBs
T~rnners Gounci 1

of .A:;ie.d. ca

411 Fifth .Avenue
i:e :1 York Hi, He ~ York

~

rz
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__ __ ___
,

,

"

_________________
Sing 1€ .ihip Stitch

Requires t hr€e ti:ae the di.stance to be 1E. ced.

L
!}onble .Jhip Stitch

Requires six

ti~es

th€

disto~ce

to be laced.

I,
Alternate ,Jhip Stitch

Requires four times the distsnce to be laced.

Il
.t-·---·---------------Cross dhip Stitch

Reqnir€s six times the dititence to be laced.

~rfh•ing~ ad~pted
\J'e

and

cJ.

S1tkin.

from . La 0 ing, From Start to Finish by

.......---------·----··------·----------..,

__________

,__

-:::-----~--~,.--·----·---·

Sketch of Finished LPcing

.Figure i

sho.vs hoH to stt'Lrt

lac:Lng. Arro»v sho,.;s .vherf;
to e0ntir:ue vd. th the >'bJrkir.g
E 1> d of the lt=i ·~ i.ng.

Fieure 2 shads

h~w

to bring

the workinrr e11 ::i of tr e la cine
through the hole M:d. cross
j t over to for:·:i the x.

fl(;.

Fieure 3 shoAs

ho~

to brine

the worki.r:g end over Pnd theri
und€r the cer:ter of the x.

ro tighten the first ati~ch
pull the str~~ds tight starting Ni th ..I\.

:i?ull in the di-

rection shown.

Thee continue

vd th B e r.d •J in the sa:De (•wnne r.

Drawings Bdantecl from !.f!c:ir,c .B1rom Start to h1 in-i st·· ·by
G. end J. Si-tkin.
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£he

im~tructor

should conti::ict the nearest EJndto-visual

center for his school or obtain a catalog of films frorn the

center to nid. in securine films or filmstrips for nse in

teaching.

In addition to the school audio-visual center the

follc.ving sources of films

fil:nstrips
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Cherry, Raymond, Gene.r~l Leathercreft, i[cKnight & McKnight,
B locr.iingt on, Illinois, 194C.
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r:..

Grone nan, -vr\h ris
. H • , App
~
1·ieo,

~
t.h
~~~
~

ill"
1 nr
A
t s p ress,
e rcr~L-"t , .'!.•:.i.anna

Peoria, Illinois, 1942.
3.

Grone nan, Chris R., Leether TooliJ'.!g and Carvin~, J:nternetional
J!extbook Cornpsny, Scranton, Pen ,.,sy lvt1nis, 195C.

4.

Johnson, 1Villiarn E., Le[;thercrFcft, l'he
Saint Ptrnl, Mir.neoota, 1945.

fi.

3:nith, Frederick R., PrEJctical JJeather.vork, Pitcnan & Sons,

1

Ltd., New York, 1937.
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?ror'l t iine to ticn€ vvh i le co:'1pi U.r:g the course 8'1li d€,

so:ne: usEful informFtior. .·vhic:h di<l not seem t

1)

fit into any

particular section came to :ny e.ttention • .'3inch much of this

irif-1rcrwtion would hevF

Et

the content suggested,

j.t

di !'eci; beHrtr:g upon the

wes rl€•Jided to

:i.nclud~

te~chine

of

it in tris

section.
Jriteria h'or i3electiori end

U~e

of VisuBl .Aids

In the visuel aid section of each subject !'latter unit
sugge:stions N€r€

tllf4

rle es to visuDl flid sources snd teacher-

mi:ide 8ids which uicht be used if tt:e· instructor is con.:itructing

his ONn.

Listed be

lo~

Are ten

poi~ts

which should be considered

before selecting, using, or congtructing any vism.11
Is the· device locAted where it
most effectively used?

1.

Locstion

2.

Size~-

3.

Pnrro::i:e

...

.'3i1plicit~ 1

L

<~id:

:M~ 1

':le

Is the size such thvt the devtce is effective
and prt.ictica l?
Does the device satiRf:r the nf:E:d"'
--

Is it the si 1-::il.e:3t

devi~€

to

satisf~·

the purpone?

5.

Time _.,. Is the devtce used at the ti1e nee:ded And only
1:1t thc1t time?

6.

.Dn.rl'I bi li ty

7.

1.lodernit:;-- Is the device up to d11te?

8.

Effectiver•Ess -- Does thE: device accouplish it's

Ji 11 t he de ,,,i c e lB st wi t h a re a son e b le
amount of CF.l re?

purpose?
9.

lC.

Cost -- .Jo thE; re.·sults justify the cost of the device?

Inte:re, st

:Does the device stiitmlate And hold Eitte:ntion?
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If the ebove criteria are checked ageinst each visuRl eid
I em sure thflt only the m:)St adequate f1nd. ap-..;ropriate aids vvi 11

be choosen ar:d, it is hoped, used with the desired results.
Sources of Audio-Visual Aids For Safety, Health, Rnd .Desirable
Babits.._Traits, and Attitudes
In euch subject :·1ritter unit the tenching of health
safet~y,

Rnd desirt:ible hEibite, trf:dts, and attitudes

WflS

~rncl

mentioned.

SornE suggestions 1·1/ere gi•ren to faci.litate intee!'Bti11g thet

informE:·tion into thE cor1tent progr11m, but the teacher :nu.st be
ever conscious of his
f!r:d

j_

responsi.bilit~1

to teach this '18terial

t should comuand his dBi 1~.r attention.

Listed be low are

sorne sr)urces of filmB, filmstrips, and vimrnl ei ds

~v-hiah

will

be of value :o the tnstructor for the presentt:ttion of this
in fort'lfl ti on:
Affi lifited .Aentna JJife Courpanie s
Hartford 15, Connecticutt

.Associ.t'ltion of Casue lty end Suret~y C·:.li!lptrnie s
.:~ccident P!'evention Department
6C John '3t re et
1: e i'v York 38 , l\ e ~1 Yo rk
Bristol-hi;1ers Products Di vision
Bristo 1-H~e rs Company
45 Rocke feller Plaza
·',·,
y Or.I\:
J,
"c '!\"
'
r-.ew
~,,
..,,E;v v... orn:
.Di vision of Documents
Bureeu of Eublications
Earrisburg, Per.nay lv~nia

Emp lo ye rs Mutua 1 Fire Inzura nee
Eome Office
Jauspu, Jisconsin

Urn,.srwriter's Laboratories Inc.
Jh1cago 11, Illinois
'

JompBn y

1
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Jrpenizetion of th€

Sha~

in school s~stE:ns todey.

:.':nd1wtrl1.~1 .Arts 8':

this level i::.i pri-

VE;n

~ire

unrE.1Ptec1, Afj(1 not 'built nronr:d

es they are in the

lin~ted

rsco 1.·1encled. end hes beco:1e

nn~1

gsnErAl shop.
ver~'

ro~rnltir

tt

JE •

'.i.'cJtr::~iRl

onE kind of

This type of shop is
foT. thr: s ;1Hll co

1mur.it~·

givtng €Xp10rBtc:r;,: expE.rierices. ( 1)

1he type of shop or the nuMber of sctivities to be offered
ir. a shop depends upon sevr:,:.:-1:'1 factors.
l)

So nF. of these pre

this· .nEeds of the student:'3 in the C ):·1:mnii;;_,; F;) r1.-n1ce of
1

munbcr of

diffe-~Ent

shops or drf1fting rnor in thE ;3chcol;

nJ" .:n lv:i_us,

7o•-,,,
1 T.:'r~., •1. . e1:1c.ilnP:
h.
fa' ro ld G., '"P v1U."l"'I
J. •. _:,
. :;.,u"' .l
•
T.~
t
•
C7I
.,...__
u
~.~ u 1 t i r; le .A c ti vi t i e s 1n .:..ntlus r1r1 l ~1.iducr•tJ. on
'!":·------·-.
t
;,icKnieht & il·'.!Xnight iublishine Jo., Blo0~in~ton,

IlanoiR, 1956, D'~• 47-52.
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eenernl shop
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t hE

i; r:;Q·'llUJi5.ty cmrVf.~1 1vill be jnst:ru.:.1E:ntr1l in de-

~ill

be used.

Of the instru.ctor.

timE. is leGs ,::0 1pli.cnted
1

service:~

I'o tu1ch

th~m

of F umBtE:r teflcher.

Cr~€

Jpjor act"ivj t;/

sever[il vctivities.

'.'.:o

Ftt

A

tf~nch

It in :rEeo 11ended by the '3tnte
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not be carried on where drflfting or planning is to be carried on
later.

The ava i la bi l i ty of work stl'lt ions in the sh op .vil 1 e li-

minate certein activities being taught concurrently.
LE at her Craft
In the le£ither craft w1Jrk nt the junior high level ar.d in
s non-vocl:1tional situation, it is recom.nerided. that kits be

ut.ilized for project work.

J:!he expense of stockine the Vflrious

typ€s of leF·ther needed a.r.d the m:iste of cutti.rig is u tre.aendous

expenditure.

~he

inone;; saved in the u13e of kit projects car: be

used to supplemtnt other

Art=.fls.

The leAther craft :pr<.>ject drawings lwve a feature that the
other vreas do not employ.

.After the steps .')f prol!edti.re An

Bppro pri. P.te sppce for cheeking afte· r that step :i. ~3 co .;ip le te d is
provj ded.

This could. bE carried on es

Et.:;

if it L:rproved the woTk or increased tic
thE students.

expE;ri 1ent to seE:
logi~H,,l

thinkint, of

